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HPE GreenLake Flex Capacity
Go hybrid and get the best of both worlds
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Why choose between on-premise and on-demand IT when you can have both?
Hybrid IT is within reach with HPE GreenLake Flex Capacity
Capacity planning is difficult to get right. Many businesses overprovision IT in an effort to play it safe; others
underestimate their future needs and find themselves in a bind. Both approaches require significant capital outlays
and have long procurement cycles, limiting IT agility and restricting business operations. But there is an alternative:
the public cloud—a fundamentally different model that changes IT from a capital- to consumption-based expense,
so you can scale rapidly without predicting capacity. And it offloads much of the “undifferentiated heavy lifting” that
comes with operating a data center.
Read more »

Contact an Infrastructure Consultant

MyHeritage data breach exposes
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Vulnerabilities, data breaches, and phishing remain at the forefront of cyber security.
Connect With a HUB Tech Cyber Security Specialist Today to discuss the options
available to protect your school district, business, or municipality.

What HUB Tech Clients Are Saying
“The process and communication with HUB Tech was very smooth and concise. They
kept us informed about every step of the project from beginning to end.”
- CEO, The Boys and Girls Club of Brockton
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Just for Laughs...

Monthly Quote

Business Continuity Tip

"Be yourself.Everyone else is already

Non-Technical Security Tips for
the Office

taken." -- Oscar Wilde

You don't need to be a tech expert in
order to master security practices to
keep your sensitive data safe. Here
are three quick tips for improving
security in your office.
Read more »
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